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Greeting
Dr. Timothy Meyer, Physicist, Director of Strategic
Planning and Communication, TRIUMF, Vancouver

Behind the pursuit

of understanding human perception and experience are two kinds of
explorers: artists and scientists. Both are highly skilled at
dealing with uncertainty and ambiguity in the search for
meaning and significance. Musing on that fundamental
parallel inspired the RAW DATA Project. Wikipedia tells us
that “raw data” is a term for data collected directly from a
source and that has not been subjected to any processing or manipulation. We wanted to take that concept
into the lab and stand it on its head: what if artists took
on an active topic in scientific research as “raw data” and,
in turn, scientists took on the resulting artwork as “raw
data”? What interpretations and what discoveries might
become possible? We chose the technology of artistic
transformation as the core research methodology and
then the project simply came to life on its own.
The revolutionary research topic of neutrino oscillations
in particle physics was the ideal starting point for this
collaboration. Neutrinos are considered so mysterious
that a new measurement of their behavior was called the
7th most important discovery of 2011, and there were
even discussions (for a few months) about whether they
could break Einstein’s speed limit (the speed of light) for
the universe. We chose some of our best and brightest
physicists to share this topic, in a number of modalities
(lecture, mathematics, cartoon, physical demonstration,
video, and so on), with the initial cohort of artists. How
brave they all were!
The results were inspiring, challenging, and rewarding.
Let me say something about why TRIUMF got involved.
TRIUMF is Canada’s national laboratory for particle and
nuclear physics, and we are driven in part by the basic
human thirst for context (i.e., curiosity). As a collection of
people, we are part of a community; and as a collection
of scientists, students, equipment, and questions, we are
also part of culture. We don’t normally celebrate or claim
this aspect of “being a laboratory,” and yet in the modern
world where boundaries are blurred, partnerships are
essential, and traditional ivory towers are abandoned,
TRIUMF must seek to develop and understand its cultural
role. This project is an expression of that quest.
Finally, I must salute the ever talented and inspiring
Elvira, Ingrid, and Margit and thank them for the pro6

found partnership we have developed through this
project. I am grateful for their courage, their vision,
and their perseverance. We have not yet cracked
open the secrets of the universe or the human spirit,
but I now know we have the right team working on it.
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Sonnet L`Abbé´s performance of her poems (Untitled) as a
response to David Khang´s video work (Centripetal /Centrifugal), in the background: Randy Lee Cutler, (The Vast Majority).
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Goethe Satellite@Vancouver
Jutta Brendemühl, Program Curator
Goethe-Institut Toronto

You had me

at RAW DATA. When we started
discussing the project proposal with the three Vancouver/Berlin process designers -Margit Schild, Elvira
Hufschmid and Ingrid Koenig- at the Goethe-Institut
Toronto in 2010, I immediately took to the art & science
crossover, the question of art as information and the
question of information as art. It held the promise of a
creative, rough edge that would jump out at you during
its realization – and literally did two years later at the
performance evening in the Concourse Gallery. The
project formally put into practice our overall “Satellite”
idea in being designed as a flexible, mobile structure
and an exchange and experimentation hub.

For me personally, as an arts worker, the eye-opener
was meeting the physicists involved and realizing
the parallels to our daily work, at the best of times:
room for mapping, coincidence, luck, surprise and the
unknown; communication, interaction and collaboration; the push-and-pull of gravitation and polarity; and
an exhilarating playfulness – this is the first (and likely
only) project I have worked on that is based on a Bird´s
Lottery in tandem with intricate flow charts. RAW DATA
was realized to be not about half-life – the decay of
energy – but rather a way to actualize a double(d) life,
bridging Vancouver and Germany, Canada and Europe,
arts and sciences.

RAW DATA was the 7th project in our two-year initiative
Goethe Satellite Vancouver, a programming framework
devised at the Goethe-Institut Toronto where artists,
organizations and collectives were given the opportunity to collaborate, perform, and show work that expands
current global artistic practices. The cross-disciplinary
RAW DATA team delivered more than we could have
hoped for with the variables that attracted us in the first
place: fluid formats, an immense and honest curiosity
– what in German one would call “über den Tellerrand
schauen”, looking beyond the edge of one’s own plate –,
a truly process-oriented approach, and an authentic
commitment to open-ended encounters, translations
and transformations in the pursuit of innovation (an
overstrained word that mostly receives lip service these
days, but not here).

Our thanks go to the dozens of international artists,
creators and thinkers who put their creative minds into
this process and cooked up new food for thought. We
are happy to see that the journey continues, with RAW
DATA at MIT and beyond.
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printprojectionprintproductionprintprojection
The white is the blank matter, data the black matter. Crunch the blanck.
The dark properties of the page can be inferred from their effects on visible
What if we are the p/articulate speech of dark matter?
Waggle-dancing bees release tricosane, pentacosane, (Z)-9-tricosene and (Z)-9-pentacosene.
Same reason they call it genetic expression.

Neutriknowing.
My oscillation bringz all the boyz to the yard.

„is that an expanding cloud or a model of the univers?
The fundamental reaction of an eyed system to
Aren´t all emotions permutations of a soft tissue phototropism?
As long as you arrest soft tissues phototropism in the environment of data.
What gets you out of bed in the morning?
The morphoelasticity of the concept as a question of bioﬂuid mechanics.

I can´t be sure that Khang gave me accurate dimensions of the metaphoric space.
What cell culture unfolded the accelerator´s prosthetic petals?

(Sonnet L´Abbé, Untitled 2012, poems animation, excerpts)
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Introduction
Ingrid Koenig, Margit Schild & Elvira Hufschmid

One can easily say

that science enters
contemporary culture with great impact these days. In
the winds of ever increasing discoveries, news like the
existence of the so-called Higgs Boson particle spread
like wildfire around the world last summer. (Predicted
over fifty years ago, this particle could finally explain
how subatomic particles acquire their mass. ) The news
resonates well beyond the field of science, the unknown becomes “visible,” it becomes part of a collective
story, and changes the shape of how contemporary humans understand the universe. The complex landscape
of scientific knowledge gains momentum to inspire
those outside its stratified boundaries. Beyond those
parameters, the inherent language also transforms.
When physics is transported into the field of metaphors
and analogies, the overlap of theoretical physics and
arts becomes a potential ground for new ideas. Significantly, the terrain opens to thinking of new ways
to regard a problem or an idea. In both disciplines one
can say that the “artful mind“ processes information
through intuition, associations and emotions. A multiplicity of views forms a space from which new ideas
can be drawn, as “the imaginative intellect knows no
borders.” (Graeme Sullivan)
The fact that art and science can overlap and obtain
common points of connection finds its expression in
a newly established Artist-in-Residence program at
TRIUMF in Vancouver. Two artists from Berlin and one
from Vancouver have been navigating the landscape
of theoretical physics, encountering the startling ideas
shared by scientists, creating a field (an encampment)
for artist-explorers, swimming in the turbulent metaphors of particle collisions. As artists-in-residence the
artist trio “Koenig, Schild & Hufschmid” have been
collaborating with physicists from TRIUMF in various
contexts since 2010.

ventures to bring arts and physics into a joint inventive
process.
Between September 1 and October 31, 2012, we invited
eight artists to respond to a physics problem and to
pass the artwork on to each other. All results of this process were viewed and discussed in a “Translation Hub“
in the context of the Remaking Research Symposium
at Emily Carr University of Art & Design, Vancouver, in
November 2012. This publication documents the process in detail as a form of interdisciplinary collaboration
between physicists and artists.
The term “Artistic Transformation” was established in the
context of a Guest Professorship at the Berlin University
of the Arts (2007-2009) in which Margit Schild and Elvira
Hufschmid were involved. In this unique team-professorship, eleven artists and academics investigated and
refined a particular artistic strategy in which inspiration
was drawn from another artistic work or another discipline. Artworks were responded to or transformed and
passed on to another protagonist in a creative chain
reaction. The basic gestures of give and take initiate
an aesthetic transformation process between different
disciplines or different people.
In the same way, inspiration was sparked amongst the
artists in their personal encounters with the physicists
along with TRIUMF representatives Tim Meyer and Jennifer Gagné. Their enthusiasm for the Artist in Residence
program and their thoughtfulness in cross disciplinary
discussions have opened up a space for all possibilities,
a space where the unexpected can happen.

“Particle collisions” has always been the leading metaphor for the encounters in the “RAW DATA. Artistic
Transformation” project. Art and physics meet and thus
generate a chain reaction of ideas. Financed by the
Goethe Institute Toronto, and as a “GoetheSatellite@
Vancouver” project, “RAW DATA” contributes to the generation of a collective, creative field with a strategy that
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Seeing Art as Raw Data
Ingrid Koenig, Margit Schild & Elvira Hufschmid

When Vancouver’s TRIUMF

physicist Tim Meyer suggested naming the art
project RAW DATA, it triggered a chain reaction of
thoughts: What an alluring idea, the discipline of
art, that represents subjectivity - connects itself to a
term from physics that represents the opposite - the
objectivity of unprocessed and uninterpreted data.
Anyone who has played the “who am I?” guessing game
where labels of identity are stuck to one’s forehead,
or anyone who has been in a “serious“ conversation
in which names of opposite objects are swapped to
designate a table as a cup or a glass as a shirt, knows
what kind capers and association loops can be placed
on thoughts in motion. And what challenges and
brilliant moments are inherent in such experiments unfamiliar, unknown, distant and incongruous when
applied to the familiar.
This playful principle was applied to the RAW DATA
project. The basic strategy belonging to many
association-methods is more precisely grasped here:
themes that are unfamiliar, new, strange, or even
contradictory from the point of view of one discipline,
at the least will stir up associations and whorls of
thought. This happens completely independent of
whether the alien topic is understood or not, by the
other discipline.
“RAW DATA. Artistic Transformation” is an arts and
science project that ventures to bring the arts and
physics together into a joint creative process as
described above. It thus generates a collective field:
weaving both disciplines into a fabric of associations,
metaphors and images, from which new ideas spread.
Compelling as it is, the unfamiliarity of another
discipline also becomes the associations-trigger, that
flourishes within one’s own “trusted” area of thought
processes.
RAW DATA, which started out as a pilot project
by TRIUMF Artists-in-Residence Koenig, Schild &
Hufschmid1 in Vancouver in 2012, initiates a process
called “Artistic Transformation”, in which artists and
physicists are organized into a sequence of multidisciplinary responses.
12

When the RAW DATA transformation process was
launched in September 2012, four artists from different
fields met physicists at TRIUMF Vancouver in a so-called
“Response Setting Workshop”. The intention was to
feed a specific physics problem into an idea-generating
mechanism. Four artists were informed about a current
quantum physics conundrum to which they each
responded with an artwork. A concrete problem from
physics was translated through four aesthetic media:
sound, body, text and image. In a first step, inspiration
was entirely drawn from the formulated problem and,
in the next phase, a second group of artists who did
not know about the original physics problem, focused
on the artworks they received from their predessesors
as their only source for inspiration. In this way, diverse
forms of artistic works were developed and artistic “raw
(Excerpts from the Workshop discussion: Randy Lee Cutler who
later developed a text work, The Vast Majority):
“I need to absorb this ...to do my own research, ...to think about
the possibilities of how to materialize and manifest these ideas.
I don’t have to solve the problem, it’s not my job, but my job is to
respond to it. How do I represent the complexity, which is itself in
some way immeasurable? In some sense it’s really about how I’m
going to translate this according to my own sensibility. ... This is
all fascinating and on a level of reason I understand what’s going
on, I appreciate and deeply respect it and from another perspective I think we can make some beautiful poetry out of this.
Elvira Hufschmid: To enter the field of intuition, would that mean
it’s not about understanding? Or not about solving a problem? If
it’s poetry, does that mean it’s not reasonable?
Randy Lee Cutler: Well, the very fact that scientific phenomena is
producing the impossibility of detection or the detection by proxy
- in a sense there’s this idea of a “ghost’”- all of these things, to
me, are really exciting. And also, the idea of the negative, like we
don’t know what we know and we can’t know what we know that just starts to open up a very beautiful space. So, in that sense
maybe science does give us an understanding of our lived experience that isn’t about results - it’s actually about understanding
- but allows for ambiguity and complexity and not knowing.
That’s the space that I think this opens up for me.”
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data” was provided. At the end of the process this data
was in turn re-translated into the scientific realm by the
physicists.

Artistic Transformation. The

process of weaving physics and art into a fabric of
associations, images and metaphors from which
new ideas may arise, requires a description of what
mechanisms and concepts are in effect.
The strategy applied in this process called “Artistic
Transformation,” is here considered as a specific art
practice which facilitates the interaction of different
protagonists across disciplinary boundaries; as
described in the above illustration, a number of
participating artists are organized into a sequence
and asked to produce works that draw upon those of
their predecessors. The gesture of give and take from
one protagonist to another, as well as the process of
translation from one work into the next, are the central

momentums of this creative process - new works derive
from another discipline and the work of another artist.
The practice of Artistic Transformation offers a special
form of collaboration, utilising the inspirational
momentum of the predecessor and finally resulting in
an outcome of interconnected works. This is basically
the condensed form of creative work: it is a process
of “give and take,” a process of mutual inspiration and
rejection”2. The course of the “game” serves as a tool
of quick motion since “what takes place in the history
of art, music, and literature over far greater periods
of time happens here in one swift exchange.”3 Thus,
collaboration, working in outcome interdependencies
and the conscious process of “taking” inspiration are
not just marginal phenomena in artistic contexts – nor
are they exclusively reserved for social or participatory
projects. They actually represent the core activities that,
in more or less varied form, address and reflect what is
13

happening in the arts already: the process of referring
to other people and what they create. But in this case,
the processes do not remain hidden within an invisible
and anonymous net of references, because the practice
of transformation formalises the production process
of art and renders it, at least in parts, (more easily)
observable. This reflexive aspect opens up application
possibilities in various contexts of research and
teaching that go far beyond artistic creation.
Referring to artistic games such as “Cadavre Exquis”
(“Exquisite Corpse”) or “Chinese Whispers,”4 the setting
of specific rules supports a playful approach to the
production of new works. Similarly to other creative
associative methods such as “mind mapping” or creative
coincidence techniques, the playful procedure carries
the activity of idea generation by limiting conscious
decision-making processes. Given each project’s time
constraints (eg. RAW DATA’s time frame of three weeks),
this procedure allows for spontaneity and intensive
focus to elaborate new concepts and thoughts.
In RAW DATA, artists and physicists pass on their works
to each other, and in turn transform the implicit ideas.
Simply stated: it works because inspiration trespasses
the boundaries of disciplines in the form of metaphors
and analogies. Weaving disparate disciplines into
a fabric of associations and images is based on the
assumption that associations never emerge singularly
but always exist in relation to something similar. This
“similarity relationship”5 appears to be a specific quality
of the artistic results produced in a creative chain
reaction. Associations that seem to emerge by chance
are based on the mind´s capability for analogous
thinking: apparently unconnected phenomena are
connected according to principles of similarity.
This process does not require an “understanding“ of
the material, nor is it bound to language.6 To put it
in another way: interpretations are based - at least
in part - on the fact that the artists adapt their own
experiences, memories and their knowledge to the
material of physics by detecting or constructing
similarities. “Fabricating similarities is not kept within
any limitations. In principle, everything can be set into a
correlation of similarity with everything else.”7
14

The “shared space” between art and physics, mentioned
earlier, becomes apparent: it is a relational space
of similitude which allows for the development of
associations, from which in turn an artistic work is
generated. This ensures a connectivity (content wise)
between far-distant protagonists.
If we consider the transformation process as a mind
map, we see the graphic presentation of works in
relation to each other. Similar to mind maps, the course
of associations can be tracked. The links created by
the persons acting one after the other become visible
in the result. The recipient, being the last link in the
chain, is able to put the individual artistic results into
context. References to the predecessor’s work can
afterwards be (re-) constructed by the recipients,
regardless of whether they are negative, continuative
or corresponding. Recipients are enabled to approach
a chain and the individual works it contains inquiringly
and to compare, look for differences and similarities,
trace the course of reaction or “infection” by going back
or, if they follow the chain in the opposite direction,
to trace the course of topics, forms, and contexts and
situate them in relation to the initial subject. Therefore,
the outcomes of the individual transformation steps
represent not only a communicative act on a pictorial
level, but also point to a specific characteristic of the
transformation process: the protagonists practice a
collective form of art that generates a narrative overall
result. In other words: “The map moved by association
becomes an animated mind map that, like a Petri
dish, makes visible the cognitive processes between
inspiration, exertion of influence, differentiation,
processing, adaptation, quotation, and innovation.“8
As a result of this tracing, the aspects of inspiration
and influence that usually remain obscure in other
artistic creative processes are focussed on and can be
questioned: what was referred to? Where does an idea
run all the way through? Where has a subject been
dropped? How does an idea expand? And, looking back
at the original subject: what was its impact?
Thus, several artists acting sequentially, each
referring to a predecessor’s work, generate a
complex result more profound than just multiple
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approaches to interpretation. The resulting outcome
of interdependence, be it in the form of a chain or net,
allows the recipients to detect the progression of topics
and to witness a possibly dramatic composition of
changing perspectives.
Furthermore, the links allow us to detect unconscious
meanings in the works as well as those that are
consciously perceived. This is because “in particular the
ambiguous and vague parts of an artwork are suitable
for transformation by other artists. (...) Particularly these
characteristics of something partly undefined appeal
extremely well to artistic continuations.“9 This is what
Walter Benjamin called the “cloudy spot”10 in a work
“that points towards something inconceivable and
articulates the most virulent questions.”11
As cultural theorist Kathrin Busch states: “... [the artwork]
meets its own relevance through the reactions.”12 When
we look back at the original work within a genealogical
line, insight regarding the subject is inevitably
heightened. Meanwhile, the original topic can be seen
in a different light at the end.

Response setting. In an all-day

workshop held at TRIUMF with Dr. Kendall Mahn, artists
Randy Lee Cutler, David Khang, Ben Reeves, and Stefan
Smulovitz were involved in a contemporary physics
research project on “Neutrino Oscillation“13 to gain
knowledge of what is a current “hot topic” in the physics
world. The so called “Response Setting workshop” was
divided in three sections with breaks in between for the
artists to reflect and to consider questions.
Three different approaches to the same problem were
presented to the artists, through three different media:
1. (text) A lecture on the specific physics problem,
including three different points of view on that same
problem, 2. (hands-on) A physics experiment and 3.
(image) Visual information on the problem: notes,
diagrams, graphics, computer generated images and
calculations.
Within the following three weeks these artists from the
first round each developed an artwork as a response

to the specific problem and passed it on to the next
round of artists from four different media, who were not
allowed to know what the original topic was: Dennis
Burke, Ingrid Koenig, Sonnet L´Abbé, and Suzi Webster.14
Overall, the presentation of the particular physics
problem set the pace for a spread of inspiration, leaping
from one creative mind to the next, resulting in a net of
artistic works, all referring (knowingly or blindly) to the
same initial subject.
1 Ingrid Koenig (Vancouver), Margit Schild (Berlin) and Elvira
Hufschmid (Berlin): Goethe Satellite@Vancouver 2012, http://blog.
goethe.de/satellite/archives/86-RAW-DATA-the-origin-for-a-new-setof-questions.html
2 Mattenklott, Gundel: Spiele in ästhetischen Bildungsprozessen.
In: Thomas Anz/ Heinrich Kaulen (Ed.): Literatur als Spiel.
Evolutionsbiologische, ästhetische und pädagogische Aspekte.
Beiträge zum Deutschen Germanistentag 2007. Berlin, New York
2009.
3 ibid.
4 ibid.
5 Brandstätter, Ursula (2008): Grundfragen der Ästhetik. Bild-MusikSprache-Körper, Köln, Weimar, Wien, p. 22.
6 ibid.
7 ibid.
8 Kaestle, Thomas: “Keeping mum. Stille Post im Amt.” In: Kaestle,
Thomas (Ed.): Mind The Park. Planungsräume. Nutzersichten.
Kunstvorfälle, Oldenburg 2009, P. 123.
9 Busch, Kathrin: Grafting, contaminating, parasitizing. On the
aesthetics of transformation. In: Jäger, Dagmar; Franke, Vera;
Schild, Margit; Hasselbach, Julia v.; Hufschmid, Elvira et al. (Eds.):
Künstlerische Transformationen: Modelle kollektiver Kunstproduktion
und der Dialog zwischen den Künsten, Berlin 2010, p.25.
10 Benjamin, Walter: Franz Kafka. On the Tenth Anniversary of His
Death, trans. by Harry Zohn, in: Iluminations: Essays and Reflections,
New York 1969, p. 122., cited in Busch, Kathrin 2010.
11 Busch, Kathrin: Grafting, contaminating, parasitizing. On the
aesthetics of transformation. In: Jäger, Dagmar; Franke, Vera;
Schild, Margit; Hasselbach, Julia v.; Hufschmid, Elvira et al. (Eds.):
Künstlerische Transformationen: Modelle kollektiver Kunstproduktion
und der Dialog zwischen den Künsten, Berlin 2010, P. 25.
12 ibid.
13 Neutrino oscillation is a term used in physics, describing an
extraordinary behaviour of subatomic particles called neutrinos that
occur in three different “flavour” varieties. On their way from the sun
to the earth (or in fact whenever they travel) they frequently change
their “flavour” and can arrive at Earth very different from where they
started. Simply stated, we don’t know why that happens. And the
answer may hold the key to the origins of the universe itself!
(Tim Meyer, TRIUMF)
14 The RAW DATA process finally resulted in a public “Translation
Hub“ workshop with physicists and artists after a two month process.
The art works were reviewed in the context of the “AICAD Remaking
Research Symposium“ at Emily Carr University of Art & Design, Vancouver in november 2012.
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Starting Point

Neutrino oscillation

is a phenomenon in which neutrinos, which come in one of three
types, can morph between these types as time passes.
Neutrinos are a fundamental building block of the Universe and one of its most abundant particles. Thus, its
properties play a pivotal role in its evolution. Neutrino
oscillations allow us to study some of their essential
features, like their mass and a quantum property
called “mixing” where neutrinos have a dual identity:
one in which they have a particular mass and another
which governs how they interact with other matter.
In addition to their impact on how we understand the
universe on a large scale, physicists are also interested
in what (if anything) determines these properties of
the neutrino, whether there may be more species of
neutrinos, how they relate to the property of other
particles, and what role they play in the fundamental
workings of the interactions that govern the universe.
Since their discovery only fifteen years ago, neutrino
oscillations have been one of the most fruitful means to
study these properties.
(Hirohisa Tanaka, TRIUMF Vancouver)

(Ben Reeves who later developed frottage drawings - blindspot
(red) blindspot (green) blindspot (blue) ):
“ Right oﬀ the top I’m interested in some of those dualities that
come up - that’s something I’m interested in as a painter. Paint is
matter but it also produces an image that is immaterial. So, it’s
got this special complexity where image is teased out of a material process. You can’t really separate them and have it still be a
painting - and yet they’re such diﬀerent things.
Through my work I often try to understand things in new ways it still seems like there’s always room for us to know things differently. Like one of the visuals in the presentation immediately
peaked my interest - that elliptically polarized wave, because
I’ve never seen that before - but I understand how it relates to
a common sine wave on one plane, and now suddenly here it’s
projected into another dimension. This is a complication, a way
of knowing the sine wave that I’ve never encountered before. So,
that moment is exciting.
This is why everything becomes kind of suspect on a certain level.
It doesn’t all feel locked down – we were presented with compelling ways to know and understand things, but it always seems
to me that there’s more than one valid conceptual matrix for any
situation.”

What is neutrino oscillation?
We know neutrinos have mass because we observe neutrino “oscillation”:
the interference between the flavor and mass “eigenstates” of the neutrino
If we start with two neutrino flavors (υe,, υµ) and two mass states (υ1,, υ2)
then U is a simple rotation matrix:
U µ1 U e1
cos0 sin0
U = U µ2 U e2 = –sin0 cos0

(

) (

)

The flavor state evolution in time is like an elliptically polarized wave:
|

υµ (t) › = cos0 e–iE t | υ1 › –sin0 e–iE t | υ2 ›
1

2

Starting polarized along the x-axis

• Some time later polarization is along y-axis (υe)
• Or back to the x-axis (υµ)
No mass, no oscillation
16
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Response
Setting
Workshop

Physicist Kendall Mahn presenting the physics problem to the first round of artists.

Process designers E. Hufschmid, M. Schild & I. Koenig
introducing the RAW DATA project.

J. Gagné, A. Kumar, K. Mahn and R. Tafirout embodying the physics problem.

Conversations between physicists and artists: A. Kumar,
R. Tafirout and S. Smulowitz.

R. Tafirout and R. L. Cutler
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Artists David Khang, Ben Reeves, Randy Lee Cutler and Stefan Smulovitz receiving the physics problem,
(physicists Reda Tafirout and Abhishek Kumar in the background).

Physicists and artists discussing during the break.
19

Transfer of artworks to the artists of the second round,
Stefan Smulovitz > Ingrid Koenig

20

David Khang > Sonnet L´Abbé

RAW DATA. Artistic Transformation

Transfer of Artworks
by Chance Operation
A bird lottery. While artists of the first

round were finalizing their artistic responses to the
physics problem presented to them in September, a
lottery was held determining the pairing of artists for
the transfer of art works between different media. Who
would receive whose artwork?
The names of the artists were tied to pieces of bread
and spread along the busy Vancouver Granville Island
sea wall. The first bird to arrive and pick the particular
piece thus made the selection of who would receive
which art transfer. The bird lottery functions as a “random number generator“, as well as metaphor, mirroring
chance collisions of particles.
Chosen by ornithological vote, Ingrid Koenig starts off
with Stefan Smulovitz´s sound piece, Suzi Webster is
now inspired by Ben Reeves’ visual works, as is Sonnet
L` Abbé by David Khang´s performance video. And
finally, Randy Lee Cutler passes on a text work to Dennis Burke who (in his own words – “doesn´t care about
the original problem, it is not his problem, .... as he has
gotten a new problem now“).  Within three weeks the
second round of artists developed their responses to
the received artworks. And, as in all creative processes,
the excitement rested in the unpredictability of what
unfolded.

Ben Reeves > Suzi Webster				

Randy L. Cutler > Dennis Burke

21

Artists and physicists in conversation on the RAW DATA
process at Emily Carr University of Art & Design, Vancouver,
physicist Anadi Canepa speaking.

Translation Hub
In a joint endeavour, the curators,

(Stefan Smulovitz who later developed the interactive sound
composition “New Tree No”):
“Intuition and impulse are the starting point. For me, when I try
to think about this physics problem I’m thinking, ok, what are the
actual implications? That to me would be interesting to explore
through sound. This physics problem - what does that mean
for the world, for our understanding? If there is matter or antimatter, what does it mean? How does that impact what we have
built up as our expectations of reality? What does all this mean
for things on our scale, not on the quantum scale? As scientists
you’re still really excited about the mystery, but you’re also trying to find an answer. My interest in science comes from being
inspired by questions and mysteries, not by answers. I’m not as
interested in the answer as I am in the fact that we don’t know.
I think mystery is one place where there is a crossing point between art and science. Both art and science are looking for those
things that are mysterious and not necessarily answerable. As
artists we are generally not looking for the answer - but as scientists you are excited by the mystery but you’re also trying to find
an answer. Of course in science, answers generally lead to more
questions. It’s about an entry point, that mystery that gets you
into something. If everything is said there is no space inside your
work. It’s the mystery that draws you in. In science it may lead to
answers, in art it hopefully leads to wonder.”
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physicists and artists met in a “translation hub”
workshop at the end of the process. A group of
physicists, who had been kept from knowing the
original physics topic, viewed the art works, pursuing
a “cold reading”, noting their immediate associations,
and then were asked to describe what they perceived.
Following their readings of the work, the original
physicists who had presented the topic of “neutrino
oscillations” reacted both to the artworks as well as to
their “blind” peers’ thoughts.

RAW DATA research topic

In contrast to other approaches in scientific research –
where a plausible theory is developed in a logical and
linear process of inquiry, experimentation, observation
and intervention that builds on what we already know –
artistic research is based on concepts that embrace the
probable, plausible and possible as an investigation or an
open-ended process. Research responds here to issues
and problems by interpreting them in different contexts.
It assumes that new insights can be revealed through
creative and critical practise. “Creative inquiry is therefore
a reflexive form of research that emphasises the role of
imagination, visualisation, representation and action.”1

Physicist Ania Kwiatkowski explains
her response to the artworks,
(physicists Tim Meyer, left, and
Reda Tafirout, right side).

Public Translation Hub discussion,
artist Sonnet L´Abbè speaking.

Public Translation Hub discussion,
artist Ben Reeves speaking.

In RAW DATA, the original research topic fans out
through the body of produced art works into different
representations, always losing content and gaining
information at the same time by paraphrasing, rephrasing and re-shaping the respective starting point.
This variation process places the initial research topic
into a new context, questioning and reflecting on the
existing notions while enabling new ideas to emerge.
Artistic Transformation builds on the exploration and
discovery of formerly unknown spheres, remodeling
parameters of what we thought we knew.

Cosmos may be “inherently
unstable“2
On many levels, RAW DATA is an experiment that
resonates through various realms and presents both
challenges and unexpected results. The possibility
for inquiry into the overall structure shows two
aspects of Artistic Transformation: as an art practice,
it is collaborative and relational to the core, and
as a research tool, it provides insights on “impacts”
- showing cause and effect with regard to a content
processed through different creative minds.

We discovered that experimental physicists did not
draw strongly from the transformation process to help
their own research, whereas theoretical physicists
saw the artworks as possible impulse triggers for their
complicated thought experiments. The Translation Hub
discussion revealed another fascinating difference:
generally, art is made in relation to other disciplines
serving as inspirational triggers, or generators of
associations. Most often, artists work individually,
and references to their sources of inspiration are
more or less rare. Art - unless it utilizes an explicit
conceptual practice - doesn´t cite. Physics, in contrast,
is a collaborative discipline. Results are achieved in
a joint endeavour. The imperative of proper citing
in science applies to physics as well: the naming of
references to what others have created is mandatory for
good practice. Art as a legitimate source of ideas and
inspiration for scientists is a rather rare phenomenon up
to this point.
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The net of artworks offers insights that might change
our understanding of a specific problem, but will not
necessarily explain it. Although artworks are able
to visualize and communicate a certain topic, they
probably cannot “solve a problem,” but can contribute
by “surrounding” it.3
How do you make a cultural response to science?
There are different kinds of knowledge and different
ways of describing the world. In her discussions on art
and science, philosopher Elizabeth Grosz suggests:
“Science, like art, plunges itself into the materiality of
the universe though with very different aims in mind.
…This is not to say that art does not draw on science
or that science does not draw on art, but in drawing on
the other’s resources each must transform the work of
the other into its own language and its own purpose.”4
In RAW DATA, what does uncertainty in science
look like when seen through the language of art –
how does it translate? – not as an artifact that has
misunderstood the science, but rather – this is what
one might say the mystery of neutrinos looks like from
an artistic language. Things may be missing, may be
misunderstood, may be spotty – but this is what that
physics problem looks like through this other language.
Knowledge is not static.
In philosophical discussions about the description of
science, journalist David Cailey advises “... to think of
scientific knowledge not as a picture of the world, but
rather as a kind of performance…” 5 As an extension of
this, it can be argued that art provides another viewing
lens, leading toward an embodied knowledge that
includes experience and making sense of one’s senses.
Further to this, physicist Hans Primas is noted as he
“argues strongly for the unconscious as a productive
force to be included in the scientific explanation of the
world and its phenomena”6.
RAW DATA is an experiment. One could even say it is
a thought experiment that was publicly performed
and that continues to exist as a reverberation, leaving
us with knowns and unknowns – that will continue
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to unfold over time. The hypothesis that knowledge
could arise from the transference of physics to art is
being pursued, and whether practical applications arise
cannot be known yet. But this does not mean they will
not come to fruition. What is known as a result is that
fruitful and inspiring dialogues can occur between the
arts and physics. What is clear is that the exhibition
of this process, which included the opportunity for
the public to view the physics problem, incites great
interest in these ideas. And just as art can exist and
function as a relational work, so too physics can enter
the public realm of art to prod a great many nonscientific “viewers” to enact changes of consciousness,
and to convey knowledge in roundabout, indefinable
ways. In the larger ideal move to democratize knowledge, this encounter in RAW DATA activates the
permeability between different bodies of knowledge.
A democratization of knowledge is possible, but the
outcome is uncertain. At the end of the “translation
hub” event, one of the physicist collaborators, Tim
Meyer, made the following observation: what artists
wrestle with here is like doing science - trying to
approach the underlying “theory.” He went on to say
that when scientists attempt to access an underlying
theory, they are trying to extract a “signal” out of the
static. And they try to separate out the human element
in this process. In contrast, he said, the artists in RAW
DATA brought the human element back into science.
The experiment of RAW DATA functions within
relational aesthetics, namely it generates a “field of
experience” and this is its true capacity, as co-authors,
artists and physicists form a collective. Especially
impactful, Artistic Transformation allows for the
organisation and combination of distant content, i.e.,
far distant disciplines. Particular momentums within
thoughts and practice of both disciplines provide its
potential for connectivity which is still in effect even
when the process is over.
The expectant perspective of a landscape of knowledge
arising from these linkages offers the view of
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transformations, and the possibility of new paths – that
is certain. But – true to the inevitable link to quantum
reality – the knowing remains unpredictable, openended, in flux8, and necessarily, (if surprisingly to a
world that wants the concrete), uncertain, in order
to continue this experiment of transformation – this
moving – between different worlds.
1 Graeme, Sullivan: Lecture at the Opening Plenary, Remaking
Research Symposium, Emily Carr University of Art and Design,
Vancouver, Nov 1, 2012.
2 BBC news, 19 Feb. 2013, Amos, Jonathon: report on the annual
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
3 Steinem, Gloria in a radio interview, quoted by Graeme, Sullivan:
Opening Plenary, Remaking Research Symposium, Emily Carr
University of Art and Design, Vancouver, Nov 1, 2012.
4 Grosz, E., Chaos, Territory, Art – Deleuze and the Framing of the
Earth, Columbia University Press, 2008, p.61
5 Cayley, David on particle physicist Andrew Pickering, CBC Ideas
Transcriptions – How to Think About Science, 2008., p. 32
6 Zielinski, Siegfried – Deep Time of the Media, MIT Press, 2006,
p.111.
7 Gedankenexperiment - term used in science and philosophy imaginary, explores the potential of a concept - eg. in physics: Cf.
Schrödinger‘s cat of 1935.
8 See Pickering, Andrew: Mangle of Practice. Time, Agency and
Science, University of Chicago Press, 1995.

(Excerpt from the ”Translation Hub” discussion,
Tim Meyer, physicist):
“Right, I’d just ask, when you saw Kendall Mahn [experimental
physicist] giving her talk, was she speaking because she’s excited
that she knows what’s right? No, she’s actually moved and
inspired by the process of the scientific inquiry and that’s where I
think there’s some overlap. Abhishek Kumar [theoretical physicist] is not actually doing theoretical physics because he wants
to be right...So, that space, the practice of it has some commonalities. Maybe the distinction is, there is an utility function that
science adds to the mix.”

David Khang

(Centripetal / Centrifugal, 2012, video 28 seconds loop,
videographer: Maksim Bentsiano)
“As one of the first group of artists to be introduced to the subject by
TRIUMF physicists, I was intellectually stimulated by the presentation.
Yet it was not until my public tour of the TRIUMF facility one week later
that I was inspired into action. Visualizing in person the magnitude of the
magnets enabled me to respond in an embodied way. As an artist who
often used his own body as a sculptural and performative element, this felt
resonant. Utilizing archival images from the 1970s of the TRIUMF magnets
in the process of installation, I superimposed my body to create a short
video collage. The soundtrack was taken from ambient sound recorded in
space by Voyager.
From the seemingly abstracted world of particle physics, my intention was
to bring the notion of invisible particles that constantly pass through our
bodies, and bring it back to the bodily level that most of us can comprehend.”
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Artworks

Sonnet L´Abbé

(Untitled, 2012, poems, animation/installation, TV screen, mediaplayer)
“After David Khang projected his video in the corner of the Emily Carr
gallery space, I was taken with his images of the pronged, industrial accelerator and of his vulnerable human body posed in the accelerator’s shape.
Research into the work of the world’s accelerators led me to the beautifully
poetic idea of neutrino oscillation, with its language of flavours and chirality.
In my poems I kept returning to the bizarre ontological drama of naming
qualities that cannot not be observed, as physicists have done.
The invitation to present my work in the gallery space meant conceiving
my poetry outside the frame of the book page. At first I thought of making
a sequence of graphic prints to hang on the wall. The animations of the
poems, however, added temporal and visual dimensions to the presentation that I felt contributed to suggesting analogies between poetic expression
and equational expression.”
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Ingrid Koenig (Untitled, 2012, graphite drawing, 66”x40.5”)
Notes excerpted from journal: “Oct. 1 Dream: a field of sound – a large cloud of smoke – overlain
with dark eruptions, grid. Small ellipses – expanding – then it got crazy wrapping thread around
jadetree plant branches – ok – focus on “threads” – the way the grid is all interrelated – everything
moves together, expansion or contraction is all connected – stretching of sound – more you open
your eyes and mouth, louder the sound becomes – the more you look at something – the more
intense – My face transformed into a looking and emitting element. – Interacting with the field
changes it – it’s relational! – a picture of relational space – imagined as a network – this is a picture
of quantum geometry!??” There is an encounter with blindness in approaching this project and
making a visual work in this way. At a certain point I gave over to intuition (hence the journal entry
on dreaming the “answer”), and had to trust my material explorations. In a sense I had to let go and
trail a dusty path of soot. The layers of metaphor followed.

Stefan Smulowitz (New Tree No, 2012, interactive sound composi-

tion, labtop, interactive software)

“The two elements that stayed with me after the lecture were the extreme lengths undertaken to physically measure neutrinos and the shifting phase states of flavors of neutrinos. I was
also struck by a similarity between designing interactive systems and scientific experiments.
Both are about finding the right way to make the data that is collected into something comprehensible or – as I like to put it – to make the numbers sing. I needed an interactive system
that would generate some interesting numbers for me. I decided on a facial recognition
software package called FaceOSC. From there I found ways of mapping the numbers generated into three main categories of sounds. First a low bell like sound for the actual detection
of the face/neutrino. Eyebrows controlling a huge cloud of small sine fragments roughly representing the huge number of neutrinos. Lastly the mouth opening representing the actual
flavor of neutrinos found. The focus was on mapping these interactive elements so the piece
was a fairly literal representation of my understanding of the lecture.”
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Ben Reeves

(blindspot (red)(green)(blue), 2012,
conté on rice paper, 3x 26.25” x 30.375”)
“Primarily my artistic response was sparked by the elegance of the physicist´s experiments
along with the poetic potential of the indirect nature of their empirical proof. To me this
suggested that there are diverse ways of knowing something (that can´t be directly ”seen“)
so that a “single“ particle or phenomenon can appear differently via its various effects and
circumstances, and has multiple potential identities. My project played off of this by making
a rubbing on rice paper from a painting. I was interested to see how this indirect, yet tight
indexical approach - “a new way of looking” at a painting - would provide a different knowledge of the painted object. I made the rubbing in three colours because it was suggested
that the neutrino, the muse of our study, is a particle, yet fluctuates between three identities.”

Suzi Webster

(The mind‘s ear, 2012, 25 min performance in three parts: red
(inscription), green (sonification), blue (erasure) and Silent Records, 2012, mixed media installation with cast wax record and turntable, 3.3 min video loop)
“I begin, both knowing and not knowing. I throw myself into this machine of inquiry and
focus on the process of reading, of interpreting, of wondering. I welcome possible errors
of translation and terrains of static between bursts of clarity. I sit and stare at three colored
chalk rubbings in red, blue and green. I become immersed in their valleys and peaks. I wonder what they would sound like if they could be played back by a needle rather than traced
by my eyes. I cast three wax records. I sit and inscribe them with marks based on Ben Reeves’
frottages. I am curious to see how various experimental marks and methods of drawing and
inscribing will become sound, and how a sonic trajectory will unravel over the duration of a
performance. The process of being played will in turn erase the inscriptions, and the ephemeral relationship between the listeners, the objects and the performer will cease to exist the
moment the performance is complete.”
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Randy Lee Cutler
(The Vast Majority, 2012,
digital print on aluminum, 24“ x 36”)

“When I learned about neutrinos, the science problem
that we were asked to respond to in our work, I found
myself orbiting in a world of antimatter, neutrino ‘flavors’ and the role of oscillation in detecting these subatomic particles. My inspiration came from the language
offered up by the physicists that I met at the lab whose
work in the realm of experimentation were especially
intriguing and evocative. With the abundance of information provided, I decided to concentrate on the relationship of mass, almost undetectable, to the behaviour
of neutrinos. I chose the phrase: “The vast majority of
the mass of the universe seems to be missing“ as a
means of highlighting some of the implications for this
phenomena. At this point I decided to mirror images,
mixing angles and reversing text as well as mounting
the digital print on aluminum.”
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Dennis Burke

(Per Exclusionem, 2012, Soundscape, 5 min,
2 Mp3-player, headphones)
“In the text based work I was presented with I was immediately struck by the illusiveness of the words, only
part of which were visible while the other a mirror or a
parallel opposite, all in a black (negative) space. As I discovered these words are a quote which references this
idea of dark matter, or the phenomenon of something
that constitutes most of the universe but because of its
nature cannot be observed or measured. It can only be
defined by what it is not. Per exclusium (or diagnosis of
exclusion) is a medical term that describes the process
of something that can only be defined by what it is not.
With this as a starting point I began to explore with
aural materials already present in the space, a simple
recording of the gallery space on a typical afternoon.
Those sounds played back in the space but originating
from the space would be virtually invisible. I then began
to work with audio filtering technology that allowed me
to erase detailed and specific frequencies of that sound.
As I worked with these materials I found that the more I
took out of this recorded soundscape the more intriguing and mysterious it became. I discovered elements
of that everyday soundscape that although were there
all the time, when isolated presented an entirely new
perspective to the space and listening experience. “
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Remaking Research Symposium
Emily Carr University of Art & Design
Interview
A conversation between

David McWilliam, Emily Carr University of Art and Design,
and Koenig, Schild & Hufschmid, Transformation Art Lab.
DM: Can you describe your project RAW DATA and how
it started? How did this project come about?
IK: The way this project started goes back a few years.
The original ideas started off with a chance meeting in
Berlin. I was exhibiting there, connected to a conference: Art as Research, that actually connects nicely
to Remaking Research. Margit and Elvira have a collaborative practice in Berlin – and when we met at the
opening, we talked about their art-making strategy
- Transformation Art - where you create this chain reaction of projects. So we thought we should do a crosscontinental process with our students because Margit
and Elvira were teaching at the University of the Arts in
Berlin doing this kind of work. We wound up doing a
cross continental project through my HUMN 311 class:
“Black Holes and Other Transformations of Energy” via
the internet as exchange platform.
So, our students exchanged works and we could see
a momentum forming around that. At the same time
I was building a collaborative presence with TRIUMF
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and the scientists there were very supportive. Then Margit
and Elvira came to Emily Carr as Visiting Artists and we
thought, it’s great how things had worked with our
students, so we did another collaborative project here
in Vancouver, where their students came from Berlin for
a week to collaborate with my students with the metaphoric idea of particle collisions – all of them working at
TRIUMF1. At that exciting point we decided we should
expand this into a major project with professional artists around the world - working from particle accelerator to accelerator, starting with the subatomic physics
lab in Vancouver. We proposed this to TRIUMF and they
agreed, naming us as their Artists in Residence for three
years. From there and with TRIUMF physicists we began
to approach other particle accelerators around the
world.
DM: How many of these particle accelerators are there?
MS: There are actually many, with different objectives
though, among them the largest research accelerator in
CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. We also were in contact
with DESY - in Hamburg, Germany.
IK: So, we were in contact with the Hamburg scientists
1 TRIUMF, Canada´s National Laboratory for Particle and Nuclear
Physics, Vancouver.
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during my sabbatical in Berlin last year and thanks to
TRIUMF’s support we started to build a connection with
them, too. Building a network is important in order to
do this international project and this was always our
goal: to set up sixteen artists within a chain reaction
– starting with TRIUMF, then to move to Germany and
have another sixteen German artists, then on to Japan
and so on until there would be a large “accelerator” of
artworks to go around the world.
But it was always determined by funding, you know.
How do you pay honoraria for artists? How do you
honor the organizational work by paying the process
designers? - it takes a lot of time to do all of that. We
wound up approaching the Goethe Institute’s call for
project proposals for German/Canadian collaborations
sited for Vancouver, and we were successful. And so we
thought, with their funding we can at least do a pilot
project and start a kick off for the larger project. And
that brings us to this collaborative exhibition.
EH: This was an absolutely lucky moment to meet
Ingrid in Berlin since Margit and I have worked together
already for several years applying a strategy in artistic
processes which we call “Artistic Transformation”. Up
to that point, we had persued different projects which
preceeded this current art and physics project. We’ve
worked with artists of different generations which
passed on works to each other. Younger artists, e.g.,
would respond to works of artists from the ‘68-generation.
We noticed, wow, there’s a lot of potential: We receive
an outcome interdependence of works, which creates
this relational aesthetic space, and we saw it is an easy
way to work in and with different fields even if you
do not speak the same language. Then Ingrid came in
with her expertise and her contact to the physics lab,
so when we met this came together as a next step: to
have art and physics interact across their disciplinary
boundaries.
DM: Can we back up, can you describe your “Artistic
Transformation” strategy in a nutshell?
MS: It’s a strategy based on a gesture of give and take.
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That is the core, it’s very simple. There’s a starting point
which could be anything - for example, a lecture on
neutrinos where artists draw their inspiration from, and
after that a chain reaction of works follows. So, the next
step is, an artwork is created as a response. It is passed
on to another artist who takes the inspiration from the
predessesor´s work without knowing about the original
topic. The interesting aspect lies in the fact that in a
chain reaction of artworks, we are able to question the
links afterwards. They are all connected.
DM: In what respect? How were you able to question
them?
MS: You can look backwards at the chain of interlinked
works and you are able to trace back the “way of infection” the topic has undergone. So, actually, it’s a setting
where we are able to ask questions about the impacts
evolving from the original topic.
EH: The impulse for an impact could be another artwork. It could be any kind of topic. It’s like a cause-andeffect machine, you feed something into it and there
will be linked responses building up on each other.
DM: Depending on who the other participants are?
EH: Yes, you would pass the work on and another
response or transformation happens. A response could
simply be a transformation of what is received, and in
this way it can turn into an impulse for a new idea. What
is interesting about the tracing back of topics, like Margit mentioned earlier: you may indeed find out what
was the inspirational element for the next artwork. So,
for example, what did this artist exactly pick out in the
former artist’s artwork that led to her own work?
DM: So, what triggered the response?
EH: A story is created where content comes up and then
some times it disappears again, (looking at a chain of
art works which represents a linearity of events). When
there is a long chain reaction, sometimes a topic reemerges at a later state after it had disappeared for a
while, so that’s pretty mysterious.
IK: It’s important to point out in RAW DATA the second
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stage of artists did not know the original physics topic,
and their response is purely to the work of their predecessor.
DM: How would you describe your overall objectives or
aims for this process?
MS: One of the overall aims is that we are using this strategy as a research tool. The goal is to use this strategy
within an interdisciplinary educational discourse that
now has become very important within every art school
in the world in the last years. It`s an artistic strategy that
easily brings different disciplines into a collaboration.
IK: In a relational way. How you might be able to understand something from another perspective that this
interdisciplinary approach presents to you. So, it goes
against a uniform or one dominant lens view.
DM: Would you describe this strategy as a methodology?
EH: I would actually describe it as an artistic approach
which can be conceived as a sculptural approach,
as a conceptual approach to sculpture. It is process
based and creates relational space which is a threedimensional problem. On top of that, it could serve as
a research tool because the process is so observable.
You can follow the sequence of the idea generating
process and you yield this field of common creativity, or
– in other words – it comes to light and is made visible.
And that’s something I really find important because
I conceive of myself as an artist, not a curator. We are
designing the process and we set rules; it’s like a game,
a serious game in a way. We set constraints and parameters; the process unleashes with a momentum. We can’t
control too much. We control some things, we try to get
some control, but we have to let it run. For example, we
haven’t seen the final stage of artworks that actually
came out of the current process until just recently. We
have no control on what actually is created.
It actually confused me a lot of times. Usually you think
you are the designer, you know what to do and how to
make decisions. We make decisions, but we also make
the decision to let things go.

Also, the outcome seemed to have a shape of a creative textile because the art works are interwoven. We
now have eight artists participating. We also had a
test run last year in a class where a lot more people
were involved. It appears as an interwoven carpet or
textile that is created. I think this is a form of relational work that creates space.
MS: This strategy sounds very specific, but we look at
it as a way of making processes visible which happen
in art anyway. We look at it as a core strategy because
every artist works with references to another artist’s
work without even thinking about it. In art history
you look at impulses artists took from other artworks,
sometimes even going back two hundred years, in
this way you are able to create a line of reference
between one artist and another artist. What happens
here in any of our transformation projects happens in
art anyway. We are just putting it under a microscope,
having a closer look at what comes to pass in any
case. If you think about it then you will see that “Artistic Transformation”, as we call it, is not that specific. I
would say it is very common.
EH: But usually those processes remain obscure. You
usually don’t have the possibility to trace things so
closely and that’s what makes “Artistic Transformation” valuable as a research tool, because the process
occurs in a condensed way and events happen in
such a short time period instead of what usually happens over a hundred years when ideas pass from one
artist to another.
DM: As you are planning for an exhibition, how do
you decide on the parameters, like how many artists,
how much time they have and these kinds of variables? I imagine it’s very different when you’re within
the dynamics of a course and you say ok, this is what
we are doing for this class, as opposed to the next
three weeks or two months. How do you decide on
these variables?
EH: I think every time it is an experiment. We change
parameters all the time just to find out if some
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parameters work better than others. Then you have to
think about what does “better” mean? For example, we
decided to choose artists for the RAW DATA project who
represent four different fields in the arts, so we have
one artist representing text, one who represents image,
one who represents body and performance, and one
who represents sound. Then, by having the artworks of
each different field exchanged or passed on to the artist
of another field, we make sure that, say, the sound artist
would not be responding to another sound artist. We
had a lottery determining the pairs but needed to make
sure this exchange of artworks would happen between
different artistic fields. I think we are still in this process
of research to find out how this all makes sense.
MS: Yes, and last year with our test run with the physics
lab we concentrated on a huge amount of responses
to this process and we focused on specific details. For
example, at the beginning what we called the “response
setting”, what would be the best way to create a setting
in which the artist gets the most inspiration possible
from the physicists? So, how would you create a specific
setting where artists and physicists come together? And
then with the transfer of artworks, and this is a second
interesting and important point - where and how do
the artists meet and then receive the artworks from the
predecessor? How would we create that situation? This
is what we are concentrating on now with the Goethe
Institute pilot project. I’m sure in our next process we’ll
be concentrating on different questions.
DM: What’s the role of the physicists other than being
the initial trigger? Do the artworks then go back to the
physicists to do something with?
IK: They’re the first line of observers who read, the first
viewers in a sense. They read the artworks and we’ve
specifically asked that the physicists who do not know
what the initial problem was, to do the first reading - we
wanted to see what, if anything comes through.
DM: And then what happens?
EH: There was an incredibly exciting encounter with
them when we first discussed the design of this process.
We discussed the question if they could translate artworks into “their” language and get information out of
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artworks which could possibly be meaningful to their
reasearch in some way. Tim Meyer, who is a physicist
and the Head of Communications at TRIUMF came up
with the brilliant idea of the title – he actually coined
the title RAW DATA. Physicists would treat art as raw
data. Physicists are used to receiving visual information
from the experiments, so, the question is, could they try
to treat what they receive from us as raw data and then
possibly create a scientific paper from it? That would
be their distinctive way to form a work. So, they would
pretend to look at data material – would they be able
to get information out of it and what exactly would
that mean? A conversation about these questions is
supposed to happen at the “Translation Hub” workshop
event.
DM: So, it’s not making physicists into artists and artists
into physicists?
MS: No, you said it. The basic idea is that artists and
physicists are equal players in a game-like setting, not
that the artists are supporting or servicing the physicists, no. We tried to bring them together in the same
way so the physicists are doing the same thing at the
end as the artists at the beginning, they are trying to
get inspiration or associations out of the artworks for
their own research.
EH: We actually have a group of physicists who presented a physics problem to the first round of artists
and then we have another group of physicist who don’t
know what the original problem was. So, we had this
secret procedure all the time where physicists could not
talk to the others about the process. At the “Translation
Hub” the two groups come finally together.
DM: This Saturday coming up?
EH: Yes. The first group who know about the neutrino
topic would refer to the original artwork in respect of
the original question, and those who don’t know - they
will see what they can find out if they look at it as raw
data not necessarily relating it to a determined topic.
IK: If that thread from the original physics problem
carries through the chain of works, we will hear it from
the spontaneous readings of the physicists who do not
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know the problem. Then after that, the physicists who
knew what the problem was will speak about how they
see what has come through.
DM: There’s a manifestation in terms of the artwork, but
there’s also a workshop where you bring all the participants together. Does that happen every time in terms
of the “Artistic Transformation” strategy?
MS: Let me just think. We’ve had different settings with
different artistic fields, but anytime we’ve worked with
a variety of disciplines, yes. For example, the ‘68 Transfer
project, at the end we didn’t have a similar strategy, but
we just analyzed it with all participants. We do analyze
artworks, in that way at the end, so yes, but in different
settings.
IK: Margit, some of your strategies in film projects you
orchestrate protagonists to work within film. So, in the
end there is actually a film and that’s where everyone
sees the work. That’s a different coming together.
MS: Well, film represents an interdependence of
sequences. The linear set of sequential frames corresponds with the idea of a chain which evolves as a
linear process as well. It is different in that sense, that
we don´t discuss the outcome in regards to a research
topic.
EH: In any case, this interdisciplinary approach allows
for an “easy” form of collaboration. You cooperate with
another person but at the same time you stay in your
own discipline, your own language.
DM: So, you reflect on it and respond.
EH: Yes, and that’s about inspiration.
(This interview took place in the context of the Remaking Research Symposium at Emily Carr University of Art
& Design Vancouver and is in parts excerpted from the
audio transcript, courtesy ECU).
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„p tched body sw ngs pi ched forwa d pitch d ba kw rd“
A cloud of interference obscures perception of the direction of movement.
In physics, only measurable perception counts.
My ideations grown in the direction of the light shed upon the topic.
But what´s the definition of measurement? It´s like poetry that way.
When he slowed the p . art . icle down, I could see the effect of reversal.

Missing: photo of triumfant men and women in white coats and hard hats.
At what angle does light enter the equation?

(Sonnet L´Abbé, Untitled 2012, poems, animation, excerpt)
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